
FOOD & TR AVEL — recipes

American Beauty
 From dark berry lips and graphic eyes to metallic pigments,  

this month beauty gives a nod to New York Fashion Week 

Photography Carla Guler 

Hair and make-up Scarlett Burton using Revlon Pro + 3INA 

Words Emily Thornhill

BE AUT Y —  get the look



 

It’s time to forgive yourself for that 

harsh 90s bright blue eyeshadow 

and try something a little subtler.  

Take inspiration from Mara Hoffman’s 

AW16 catwalk with a delicate pop of 

mauve shadow, using MAC’s Purple 

Times Nine palette to expertly blend  

and give eyes definition. 

M
A R A  H O F F M A N  AW 1 6A Pop of Mauve



Purple Times Nine 

Eyeshadow, MAC 

COSMETICS, £25

 

It’s time to forgive yourself for that 

harsh 90s bright blue eyeshadow 

and try something a little subtler.  

Take inspiration from Mara Hoffman’s 

AW16 catwalk with a delicate pop of 

mauve shadow, using MAC’s Purple 

Times Nine palette to expertly blend  

and give eyes definition. 



Lips in 

Inhibition, 

TOPSHOP,  £8

If you want to try one beauty trend this 

season this is the one. This is the one 

lipstick colour you’ll find on every make-

up counter and website and is beautiful 

on every skin tone. People with pink 

undertones should stick to deep plum, 

oxblood and wine shades, whereas those 

with yellow undertones should opt for 

deeper red, burgundy and maroon tones.   

R O D A R T E  A W 1 6

Berry Lips



If you want your eyes to stand out and 

you’re feeling adventurous, try chann-

eling Jason Wu’s defined spider lashes 

and Altuzarra’s graphic eyeliner to create 

a truly eye-catching look. Create dark  

and defined Twiggy-esque lashes with 

Pixi’s lower lash mascara and finish off 

with Lord & Berry’s graphic eyeliner,  

 which is precise and easy to draw with. 

 
Graphic Liner  
& Defined Lashes JA S O N  W U  A W 1 6

Graphic Eye Liner, 

LORD & BERRY, £15

Lower Lash  

Mascara, PIXI,  £11



Glitter was everywhere on the AW16 

catwalk, from bold shimmering lips to 

soft streaks contouring the brow bone. 

This look is inspired by Jenny Packham’s 

subtle yet glistening gold eye. Achieve 

this look at home by dabbing Stila’s foil 

finish shadow directly to the lid with your 

finger before blending out.

If you want your eyes to stand out and 

you’re feeling adventurous, try chann-

eling Jason Wu’s defined spider lashes 

and Altuzarra’s graphic eyeliner to create 

a truly eye-catching look. Create dark  

and defined Twiggy-esque lashes with 

Pixi’s lower lash mascara and finish off 

with Lord & Berry’s graphic eyeliner,  

 which is precise and easy to draw with. 

J E N N Y  PA C K H A M  AW
1 6Metallic Eyes



Primer & Foil 

Eyeshadow in 

Comex Gold, 

STIL A , £33.50

Glitter was everywhere on the AW16 

catwalk, from bold shimmering lips to 

soft streaks contouring the brow bone. 

This look is inspired by Jenny Packham’s 

subtle yet glistening gold eye. Achieve 

this look at home by dabbing Stila’s foil 

finish shadow directly to the lid with your 

finger before blending out.



Studded Kiss 

Lipstick in Slayer, 

K AT VON D, £16

 

Who said black lipstick was just for 

Halloween? Tone down your foundation, 

contour and eyes this autumn and focus 

on highly-pigmented, sultry lips. Kat 

Von D’s lipstick in slayer is the perfect 

balance of bold matte colour and an 

easy, hydrating one-sweep application 

that lasts for hours. 

F E N T Y  X  P U M A  AW 1 6
Black Vamp Lips

 

Retoucher  Oscar Abad

Models  Polina and Lena @ One Management


